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The Holy Grail in the Social Media Age is how
to leverage social to drive leads and sales. As
Ellis Booker, the editor of BtoB Magazine and
BtoB’s Media Business, said recently:
“How best to use – but not abuse – social
media for sales conversion is the $64,000
question, and will preoccupy marketers,
agencies, and media companies for the
foreseeable future.”
With a few notable exceptions, like Dell
Computer generating millions of dollars of
sales on Twitter, many companies have yet
to figure out how to generate qualified leads
and sales from social media. Most companies
have created Facebook fan groups and Twitter
presences, but these efforts have not generated
positive ROI.

Turning Social Media into Sales
This report features real-world examples of
companies generating qualified leads, sales,
and positive Word of Mouth now from social
media by energizing their highly-satisfied
customers (AKA “Brand Advocates”) via
the award-winning Zuberance Advocate
Platform.
We define Brand Advocates as customers and
others who pro-actively recommend a company and its brands or products without being
paid to do so. The companies in this report
are finding that energizing their Advocates is
five to ten times more effective than traditional marketing and paid media, and delivers
measurable results fast.
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The Power of “Advocate Media”
As this diagram shows, these companies are,
in effect, replacing under-performing paid
media with trusted, highly effective “Advocate
Media” to reach prospects. While paid media
will always have a place in the marketing mix,
Advocate Media provides marketers with a
way to reach prospects with trusted, relevant
messages that sell.
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Real-World Benefits
In this report, we provide specific examples of
how companies are leveraging their Advocates now to:
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Generating Qualified Leads via
Advocates
Most companies spend a significant chunk
of their marketing budgets trying to generate
leads and clicks via email blasts, paid search,
and other marketing tactics. Companies are
paying $5 to $250 per lead or more and the effective rate they’re paying for clicks may be as
high as $2 to $6. As the need for leads grows,
many companies like banks, software companies, telcos, and others have even started
paying customers for referrals.
While marketing has gotten better at lead
generation, the sad truth is much of this lead
gen investment yields very low results. Overall, only about 1% to 2% of leads are qualified, studies show. And companies continue
feeding the Google money machine, even
though only a tiny fraction of clicks ever turn
into sales.
t 8IBUJGZPVDPVMEHFUZPVS"EWPDBUFTUP
generate leads?
t "OEXIBUJGZPVEJEOUIBWFUPQBZ
Advocates to generate leads for you?
That’s exactly what companies using the
Zuberance Advocate Platform are doing now.
Advocates are generating thousands of leads
and clicks for companies. And since these
leads come from a trusted source (Advocates),
they are much higher quality than leads from

search engine marketing, email, online ads, or
any other source.

Fitness Chain Generates Leads via
Advocates
A leading fitness chain is using the Zuberance Advocate Platform to get its Advocates
to share a 10-day free trial membership offer
with their social networks. The results are
compelling:
15.6% of Advocates’ friends who received
the offer signed up for it
In the first 60 days, a total of 8,836 offers have
been shared by 24,000 Advocates. While 88%
of the sharing has occurred via email, more
Advocates are sharing via social channels as
the fitness chain enables this feature of the
Zuberance Platform. As a result of the promotion, the company so far has generated a total
of 4,245 in-bound clicks from prospects. Of
these in-bound clicks, 35% of them are from
social channels.
With 3 million members and a high level of
Word of Mouth advocacy, this initial campaign is evidence that the fitness company has
a powerful opportunity to turn its Advocates
into a highly effective lead gen machine.
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This approach is working for B2B companies
as well. A business software company that is a
Zuberance customer is also seeing a very high
conversion rate to leads for a free trial offer:
29% of Advocates’ colleagues signed up
for the free trial

2. Boosting Sales via Advocates
The ultimate goal for most marketing programs is to generate sales. Companies spend
billions of dollars trying to achieve this goal
via online and offline marketing programs.
While these programs may boost awareness
or generate clicks and leads, the actual sales
generated by marketing programs is actually
very low.
t 8IBUJGZPVDPVMEHFUZPVS"EWPDBUFTUP
generate sales for you?
t "OEXIBUJGZPVEJEOUOFFEUPQBZ
Advocates to help drive sales?
Via the Zuberance Advocate Platform,
companies are energizing their Advocates
to become a powerful Volunteer Salesforce.
Companies are getting real sales via the
Advocate Channel, boosting revenues and
acquiring new customers at a fraction of the
cost of typical marketing programs.

Total Subscribers

2.6 million

Estimated Number Advocates (50% of subscribers are
Advocates, based on historical data)

1.3 million

Estimated Number Offers Shared (20% of Advocates share
one offer over 12-month period, based on Zuberance
results)
Estimated Conversion Rate (conversion rate for current
advocacy program)
Total Unit Sales
Total Net Revenue Generated
Less Platform fees
ROI
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260,000
4.8%
12,480
$1.24 million
$120,000
10X
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DVR Manufacturer Records Sales via
Advocates
Via the Zuberance Platform, a DVR company
is encouraging customers for a new product
to share a company-provided promotional
video and a special offer with their social
networks on Facebook, Twitter, and via email.
Friends who click on the promotional offer
are directed to the company’s on-line store.
The results from this Advocate campaign are
eye-popping:
4.8% of friends who received the offer
from Advocates purchased the product
This is ten times higher than typical conversion rates to sales. These sales are directly
attributable to Advocates. Sales from the
Advocate program are occurring on the
company’s on-line store versus on Amazon,
Best Buy, or any of the company’s retail channels. As a result, Advocate-driven sales are the
company’s highest-margin sales.
The company expects to see sales from the
Advocate program increase as it reaches more
customers for the new product plus Advocates
for earlier versions of the product.
With 2.6 million subscribers and historically
high levels of Word of Mouth advocacy, the
company has an opportunity to generate a
10X ROI, as the analysis on this page shows.
(This ROI is for offers only and doesn’t include sales that occur as a result of energizing
Advocates to create and publish content. The
company is starting a campaign now that
encourages Advocates to publish reviews on
shopping sites like Amazon, and Best Buy
plus on Facebook and Twitter.)

3. Amplifying Positive WOM
“Word of Mouth is the world’s most powerful sales tool,” Neilsen says. Local merchants
certainly know how influential Yelp is on their
businesses. With 29 million unique visitors
per month, positive reviews on Yelp bring
buyers in the door while negative ones drive
prospects away.
According to Opinion Research, 83% of
consumers say online reviews influence their

purchase decisions. The research firm says
even a single negative review online can hurt
sales.

Restaurant Serves Up Positive WOM &
Sales via Advocates
A leading restaurant chain launched a
program to get its Advocates to create and
publish reviews on Yelp. The company targeted 139,861 customers it identified in online
surveys as Advocates. Zuberance’s Advocate
Ratings & Reviews application made it easy
for Advocates to create reviews and post them
to Yelp, plus share them with friends on Facebook, Twitter, and via email.
Here are the results after the first 60 days:
t "UPUBMPG "EWPDBUFTPSPG
Advocates created reviews. On average,
Advocates rated the restaurant 4.8 out of
5 stars.
t 0GUIF "EWPDBUFTXIPDSFBUFE
reviews, 24,725 of them or 59% clicked to
publish on Yelp. This is a whopping 59%
conversion to action rate.
t "OBEEJUJPOBM SFWJFXTXFSF
shared via Facebook, Twitter, and/
or email, enabling the company to
reach more prospects with positive
recommendations from trusted sources.
The company did not offer an incentive to Advocates for creating and publishing reviews.
Additionally, customers were free to say
whatever they wanted to about the restaurant.
The company made no attempt to alter or edit
the reviews.
The company also energized its Advocates to
send out an offer to their social networks to
join the company’s email club. Friends who
joined the club were given a coupon for a free
appetizer they can redeem at the restaurant.
t  PČFSTIBWFCFFOTIBSFECZ
Advocates with their friends.

Reaching Millions of Prospects
By amplifying its Advocates, the restaurant
chain is reaching millions of prospects on
Yelp, Facebook, Twitter, and more. Forrester
Research recently issued a study that analyzes
the reach of peer impressions on the social
web. The Forrester model shows that each
time a consumer posts content on the social
web it reaches 150 people. As Forrester points
out, peer impressions are significantly more
influential than advertising impressions.
Using Forrester’s Peer Influence Analysis
model, the restaurant company can reach
21 million prospective diners via 140,000
Advocates. As the company energizes more
Advocates, it will reach more prospects. The
DPNQBOZDBOSFBDINJMMJPOQSPTQFDUTWJB
250,000 Advocates.

140,000
Advocates

x150

(Forrester Peer
Influence Model)

21M Prospects
Reached

t  JOCPVOEDMJDLTSFTVMUFEXJUI
from social channels
t PGGSJFOETXIPSFDFJWFEUIFPČFS
signed up to join the email club
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About Zuberance
Zuberance is the leading social marketing
technology company. The award-winning
Zuberance Advocate Platform enables companies to systematically identify and energize
Brand Advocates across Facebook, Twitter,
MySpace, LinkedIn, brand websites, email
and more, driving sales and positive Word
of Mouth. Zuberance’s powerful analytics
enable companies to track results of Advocate
marketing campaigns and get unique Advocate insights. Forrester named Zuberance
the winner of the prestigious 2009 Forrester
Groundswell Award in the Energizing B2C
category. Zuberance customers include leading B2C and B2B companies across multiple
verticals. Zuberance is backed by Emergence
Capital Partners, the leading venture capital
firm focused on early and growth-stage
Technology-Enabled Services companies.
Zuberance is a member of the Word of Mouth
Marketing Association. For more information, visit www.zuberance.com.
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